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The MSCI World Index recommenced partying in February,
rising 2.3%. It was again fortunate that the International
Fund was able to keep pace—up 1.9%—despite a high
cash balance (46% at month’s end).
The Fund’s largest investment, B&C Speakers (BIT:BEC),
was the most important contributor. The stock rose 19% as
a price-insensitive buyer or buyers snapped up the illiquid
stock. In the name of risk management, a small part of the
Fund’s position was sold during the month at attractive prices.

fully bounce back. The Fund’s basket of 29 Japanese
stocks trading below net working capital (see March 2013,
September 2013 and December 2013 reports) fell more
than 4%. Never mind, the collective represents excellent
value and should do well over time. One of the criticisms
of such statistically cheap bargains is that they offer ‘no
catalyst’ for unlocking value and may be value traps.
Comparison of $10,000 invested in International Fund
and MSCI ACWI IMI (since fund inception 8 feb 2013)
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Summary of returns as at 28 Feb 2014
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1.92

2.26

3 month return
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6 month return
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1 year return
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36.16

Since inception*

38.07

34.76

*8 Feb 2013
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AIG (NYSE:AIG) recently reported fourth quarter results. Its
property & casualty (P&C) business improved meaningfully
over the previous corresponding quarter. Pre-tax operating
income grew from a loss to a $1 billion profit. But progress
rarely walks straight. AIG struggled with underwriting as
the segment’s combined ratio deteriorated slightly (when
it should have been improving). Higher than expected
‘severe losses’ hurt profitability for a second quarter
running. Management explained that AIG has made
progress in its underwriting process. For now, our support
is as much based on trust as evidence.
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Across the basket, we think the value trap argument will very
likely prove false, although there are sure to be a few fleabitten dogs revealed in the fullness of time. As for the ‘no
catalyst’ argument, recent events remind us that value can be
its own catalyst. A major shareholder of Tomen Electronics
(TSE:7558)—one of the basket stocks—made an offer for
the whole company in January. The stock currently trades up
more than 40% over the Fund’s purchase price. Although
the Japanese don’t much go for aggressive corporate activity,
there are likely to be more takeovers to come.
Currency Exposure

Country	Portfolio Wghtng (%)
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Aug 2013

6.7
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5.6
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US

5.5

American Express Co

US

4.7

The good news is that things are unlikely to get
substantially worse, and AIG has a tremendous
opportunity to grow shareholder value if it can improve
underwriting. Its life & retirement segment continued to
perform, sating growing demand for annuity and other
retail products. AIG’s total after-tax income grew 490%.
The stock continues to trade at a significant discount to
book value, and the Fund remains a holder and occasional
buyer. Shares in AIG were up 3.8% over the month.
The Japanese Nikkei 225 Index retreated sharply at the
start of February, then rebounded by month’s end. The
cheap and cheerful end of the market, in contrast, didn’t
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Over the past month or so German office property owner
Prime Office AG (XTRA:PMOX), formerly Prime Office
REIT (see September 2013 report) completed its large
merger and a capital raising at €2.80 per share. The Fund
participated and the Prime stake now represents 2.4% of
the portfolio. At the current price of €2.95 per share, the
stock is trading at a 35% discount to estimated pro forma
net asset value, which uses property valuations provided
by an independent valuer. Our own property valuations
are a little lower, but the stock is cheap and should soon
start paying attractive dividends. Yield-hungry German
investors will then take note of the stock.

